Abstract-We consider assignment policies that allocate resources to users, where both resources and users are located on a one-dimensional line [0, ∞). First, we consider unidirectional assignment policies that allocate resources only to users located to their left. We propose the Move to Right (MTR) policy, which scans from left to right assigning the nearest available resource located to the right of a user, and contrast it to the Unidirectional Gale-Shapley (UGS) matching policy. While both policies among all unidirectional policies, minimize the expected distance traveled by a request, MTR is fairer. Moreover, we show that when user and resource locations are modeled by statistical point processes, and resources are allowed to satisfy more than one user, the spatial system under unidirectional policies can be mapped into bulk service queueing systems, thus allowing the application of many queueing theory results that yield closed form expressions. As we consider a case where different resources can satisfy different numbers of users, we also generate new results for bulk service queues. We also consider bidirectional policies where there are no directional restrictions on resource allocation and develop an algorithm for computing the optimal assignment which is more efficient than known algorithms in the literature when there are more resources than users. Finally, numerical evaluation of performance of unidirectional and bidirectional allocation schemes yields design guidelines beneficial for resource placement.
I. INTRODUCTION
The past few years have witnessed significant growth in the use of distributed network analytics involving agile code, data and computational resources. In many such networked systems, for example, Internet of Things [4] , a large number of computational and storage resources are widely distributed in the physical world. These resources are accessed by various end users/applications that are also distributed over the physical space. Assigning users or applications to resources efficiently is key to sustained high-performance operation of the system.
In some systems, requests are transferred over a communication network to a server that provides a needed resource. In other systems, servers are mobile and physically move to the user making a request. Examples of the former type of service include accessing storage resources over a wireless network to store files and requesting computational resources to run image processing tasks; an example of the latter type of service is the arrival of ride-sharing vehicles to the user's location over a road transportation network.
Not surprisingly, the spatial distribution of resources and users 1 in the network is an important factor in determining the overall performance of the service. A key measure of performance is expected request distance, that is average of the pairwise distances between each user and its allocated resource/server (where distance is measured on the network). This directly translates to latency incurred by a user when accessing the service, which is arguably among the most important criteria in distributed service applications. For example, in wireless networks, signal attenuation is strongly coupled to request distance, therefore developing allocation policies to minimize request distance can help reduce energy consumption, an important concern in battery-operated wireless networks. Another important practical constraint in distributed service networks is service capacity. For example, in network analytics applications, a networked storage device can only support a finite number of concurrent users; similarly, a computational resource can only support a finite number of concurrent processing tasks. Likewise, in physical service applications like ride-sharing, a vehicle can pick up a finite number of passengers at once.
Therefore, a primary problem in such distributed service networks is to efficiently assign each user to a suitable resource so as to minimize expected request distance and ensure no resource is allocated to more users than its capacity. If the entire system is being managed by a single administrative entity such as a ride sharing service, or a datacenter network where analytics tasks are being assigned to available CPUs, there are economic benefits in minimizing the expected request distance across all (user, resource) pairs, which is tantamount to minimizing the average delay in the system.
The general version of this capacitated assignment problem can be solved by modeling it as a minimum cost flow problem on graphs [3] and running the network simplex algorithm [17] . However, if the network has a low-dimensional structure and some assumptions about the spatial distributions of users and resources hold, more efficient methods can be developed [12] .
In this paper, we consider two one-dimensional network scenarios that motivate the study of this special case of the user-to-resource assignment problem.
The first scenario is ride-hailing on a one-way street where vehicles move right to left. If the vehicles of a ride-sharing company are distributed along the street at a certain time, and users equipped with smartphone ride-hailing apps request service, the system attempts to assign vehicles with spare capacity located towards the right of the users so as to minimize expected "pick up" distance. Abadi et al. [1] introduced this problem and presented a policy known as Unidirectional Gale-Shapley 2 matching (UGS) to minimize expected pick up distance. In this policy, all users concurrently emit rays of light toward their right and each user is matched with the vehicle that first receives its emitted ray. While the well-known Gale-Shapley matching algorithm [7] matches user-resource pairs that are mutually nearest to each other, its unidirectional variant, UGS, matches a user to the nearest resource on its right. Note that, this one-dimensional network setting also applies to vehicular wireless ad-hoc networks on a one-lane roadway [10] , [15] 3 , where users are in vehicles and servers are attached to fixed infrastructure such as lamp posts. Users attempt to allocate their computation tasks over the wireless network to servers located to their right so that they can retrieve the results with little effort while driving by.
In this paper, we propose another policy "Move to Right" policy (or MTR) which has the same "expected distance traveled by a request" (request distance) as UGS but has a lower variance. MTR sequentially allocates users to the geographically nearest available vehicle located to his/her right. When user and resource locations are modeled by statistical point processes, the one-dimensional unidirectional space behaves similar to time and notions from queueing theory can be applied. In particular, when user and vehicle locations are modeled by independent Poisson processes, expected request distance can be characterized in closed form by considering inter-user and inter-server distances as parameters of a bulk service M/M/1 queue where the bulk service capacity denotes the maximum number of users that can be handled by a server. We equate request distance in the spatial system to the expected sojourn time in the corresponding queuing model 4 . This natural mapping allows us to use well-known results from queueing theory and in some cases to propose new queueing theoretic models to characterize request distances for a number of interesting situations beyond M/M/1 queues.
The second scenario involves a convoy of vehicles traveling on a one-dimensional space, for example, trucks on a highway or boats on a river. Some vehicles have expensive camera sensors (image/video) but have inadequate computational stor-age or processing power. On the other hand, cheap storage and processing is easily available on several other vehicles. The cameras periodically take photos/videos as they move through space and want them processed / stored. In such cases, bidirectional assignment schemes are more suitable. Since no directionality restrictions are imposed on the allocation algorithms, computing the optimal assignment is not as simple as in the unidirectional case.
We explore the special structure of the one-dimensional topology to develop an optimal algorithm that assigns a set of requesters R to a set of resources S such that the total assignment cost (and hence the expected request distance) is minimized. This problem has been recently solved for |R| = |S| [6] Our contributions are summarized below: 1) Analysis of simple unidirectional allocation policies MTR and UGS yielding closed form expressions for expected request distance.
• When inter-requester and inter-resource distances are exponentially distributed, we model unidirectional policies as a bulk service M/M/1 queue.
• When inter-requester distances are generally distributed but the inter-resource distances are exponentially distributed, we model the situation using an accessible batch service G/M/1 queue.
• When inter-requester distances are exponentially distributed but inter-resource distances are generally distributed, we model the spatial system as an accessible batch service M/G/1 queue with the first batch having exceptional service time. To the best of our knowledge this system has not been studied previously in the queueing theory literature.
• We include several generalizations of our framework. In the first place we discuss a simulation driven conjecture for evaluating request distance for general distance distributions under heavy traffic. We also investigate the heterogeneous server capacity scenario where server capacity is a random variable and to the best of our knowledge this system has not been studied previously in the queueing theory literature. We derive expressions for expected request distance when servers have infinite capacity. 2) A novel algorithm for optimal (bidirectional) assignment with time complexity O(|R|(|S| − |R| + 1)). 3) A numerical and simulation study of different assignment policies: UGS , MTR, a bi-directional heuristic allocation policy (Gale-Shapley) and the optimal policy. The paper is organized as follows. The next section dis-cusses related work. Section III contains technical preliminaries. We show the equivalence of UGS and MTR w.r.t expected request distance in Section IV, and present results associated with the case when servers are Poisson distributed in Section V. In Section VI, we develop formulations for expected request distance when either user or server placements are described by Poisson processes. We include some generalizations of our framework such as analysis under general distance distributions, results for heterogeneous server capacity and uncapacitated allocation in Section VII. The optimal bidirectional allocation strategy is presented in Section VIII. We compare the performance of various local allocation strategies in Section IX. We conclude the paper in Section X.
II. RELATED WORK
Poisson Matching: Holroyd et al. [11] first studied translation invariant matchings between two d-dimensional Poisson processes with equal densities. Their primary focus was obtaining upper and lower bounds on expected matching distance for stable matchings. Abadi et al. [1] introduced "Unidirectional Gale-Shapley" matching (UGS) and derived bounds on the expected matching distance for stable matchings between two one-dimensional Poisson processes with different densities. In this paper, we propose another unidirectional allocation policy: "Move To Right" policy (MTR) and provide explicit expressions for the expected matching distance for both MTR and UGS when either requesters or servers are distributed according to a renewal process and the other according to a Poisson process. Exceptional Queueing Systems and Accessible Batches: Welch et al. [20] first studied an M/G/1 queue where a customer arriving when the server is idle has a different service time than the others. Bulk service M/G/1 queues has been studied in [5] . Authors in [8] analyzed a bulk service G/M/1 queue with accessible or non-accessible batches where an accessible batch is a batch in service allowing subsequent arrivals, while the service is on. In this work, we model the spatial system using an accessible batch service queue with the first batch having exceptional service time. To the best of our knowledge this system has not been studied previously in queueing theory literature. Euclidean Bipartite Matching: The optimal user-server assignment problem can be modeled as a minimum-weight matching on a weighted bipartite graph where weights on edges are given by the Euclidean distances between the corresponding vertices [16] . Well-known polynomial time solutions exist for this problem, such as the modified Hungarian algorithm proposed by Agarwal et al. [2] with a running time of O(|R| 2+ ), where |R| is the total number of users. In the case of an equal number of users and servers, the optimal userserver assignment on a real line is known [6] . In this paper, we consider the case when there are fewer users than servers.
III. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
Consider a set of users R and a set of servers S. Each user makes a request that can be satisfied by any server. Assume that each server j ∈ S has capacity c j ∈ Z + corresponding to the maximum number of requests that it can process. Suppose users and servers are located on a line L. Formally, let r : R → L and s : S → L be the location functions for users and servers, respectively, such that a distance d L (r, s) is well defined for all pairs (r, s) ∈ R × S. Initially we assume that all servers have equal capacities i.e. c j = c ∀j ∈ S. Later in Section VII-B we extend our analysis to a case in which server capacities are integer random variables.
A. User and server spatial distributions
Let 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ ·· · represent user locations and
We assume {X j } j≥1 to be a renewal process with cumulative distribution function (cdf)
We also assume {Y i } i≥1 to be a renewal process with cdf
We denote α X = 1/μ and σ In our paper, we consider various inter-server and inter-user distance distributions, including exponential, deterministic, uniform and hyperexponential.
B. Allocation policies
One of our goals is to analyze the performance of various request allocation policies using expected request distance as a performance metric. We define various allocation policies as follows.
• Unidirectional Gale-Shapley (UGS): In UGS, each user simultaneously emits a ray to their right. Once the ray hits an unallocated server s, the user is allocated to s.
• Move To Right (MTR): In MTR, starting from the left, each user is allocated sequentially to the nearest available server to its right.
• Gale-Shapley (GS) [7] : In this matching, each user selects the nearest server and each server selects its nearest user. Remove reciprocating pairs, and continue.
• Optimal Matching: This matching minimizes average request distance among all feasible allocation policies.
IV. UNIDIRECTIONAL ALLOCATION POLICIES
In this Section, we establish the equivalence of UGS and MTR w.r.t number of requests that traverse a point and expected request distance. Define N P x and D P i to be random variables for the number of requests that traverse point x ∈ L and distance between user i and its allocated server under We have the following theorem.
Definition 1. A busy cycle for a policy P is an interval
Proof. See [18] . 
V. UNIDIRECTIONAL POISSON MATCHING
In this section, we characterize request distance statistics under unidirectional policies when both users and servers are distributed according to two independent Poisson processes. We first analyze MTR as follows.
A. MTR
Under this allocation policy, the service network can be modeled as a bulk service M/M/1 queue. A bulk service M/M/1 queue provides service to a group of c or fewer customers. The server serves a bulk of at most c customers 5 It is well known in queueing theory that among all service disciplines the variance of the waiting time is minimized under FCFS policy [13] . In Section V we show that MTR maps to a temporal FCFS queue.
whenever it becomes free. Also customers can join an existing service if there is room which is an example of accessible batch. In Section VI we describe the notion of accessible batches in greater detail. The service time for the group is exponentially distributed and customer arrivals are described by a Poisson process. The distance between two consecutive users in the service network can be thought of as inter-arrival time between customers in the bulk service M/M/1 queue. The distance between two consecutive servers maps to a bulk service time.
Having established an analogy between the service network and the bulk service M/M/1 queue, we now define the state space for the service network. Consider the definition of N x as the number of requests 6 that traverse point X ∈ L under MTR. In steady state, N x converges to a random variable
Following the procedure in [14] , we obtain the steady state probability vector π = [π i , i ≥ 0]. In the service network, request distance corresponds to the sojourn time in the bulk service M/M/1 queue. By applying Little's formula, we obtain the following expression for the expected request distance
where r 0 is the only root in the interval (0, 1) of the following equation (with r as the variable)
1) When server capacity: c = 1: When c = 1, r 0 = ρ is a solution of (4). Thus we can evaluate the expected request distance as
Note that, when server capacity is one, the service network can be modeled as an M/M/1 queue. In such a case, (5) is the mean sojourn time for an M/M/1 queue.
B. UGS
When both users and servers are Poisson distributed and servers have unit capacity, the request distance in UGS has the same distribution as the busy cycle in the corresponding Last-Come-First-Served Preemptive-Resume (LCFS-PR) queue having the density function [1] 
where ρ = λ/μ and I 1 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Thus the expected request distance is equivalent to the average busy cycle duration in a LCFS-PR queue given by 1/(μ − λ) [1] . When servers have capacities c > 1 it is difficult to characterize the expected request distance explicitly. However, by Theorem 1, the expected request distance under UGS is the same as that of MTR given by (3) .
p j : phase probability μ j : phase rate TABLE I: Properties of specific inter-server distance distributions. 
VI. UNIDIRECTIONAL GENERAL MATCHING
We now derive expressions for the expected request distance when either users or servers are distributed according to a Poisson process and the other by renewal process.
A. Notion of exceptional service and accessible batches
We discuss the notion of exceptional service and accessible batches applicable to our service network as follows. Consider a service network with c = 2 as shown in Figure 2 . Consider a user r i . Let s j be the server immediately to the left of r i . We assume all users prior to r i have already been allocated to servers {s k , 1 ≤ k ≤ j}. MTR allocates both r i and r i+1 to s j+1 and allocates r i+2 to s j+2 . We denote [r i , s j+2 ] as a busy cycle of the service network. We have the following queueing theory analogy.
User r i can be thought of as the first customer in a queueing system that initiates a busy period while r i+1 sees the system busy when it arrives. Because only r i is in service at the arrival of r i+1 , r i+1 enters service with r i and the two customers form a batch of size 2. and depart at time s j+1 . This is an example of an accessible batch [8] . Recall that an accessible batch admits subsequent arrivals, while the service is on, until the server capacity c is reached.
The service time for the batch, r i , r i+1 , is described by the random variable Z j+1 which is different or exceptional when compared to service times of successive batches such as the one consisting of r i+2 . The service time for the second batch is X j+2 . Note that, Z j+1 only depends on X j+2 and Y i+2 . Thus when either X j+2 or Y i+2 is described by a Poisson process and the other by renewal process, Z j+1 converges to a random variable Z under steady state conditions. Denote F Z (x) and f Z (x) as the distribution and density functions 6 We drop the superscript (M ) for brevity. In this Section, we compute explicit expressions for the distribution function F Z (x) applicable to our service network.
In this case, we invoke the memoryless property of the exponential distribution F X . Thus the exceptional distribution, F Z , is
Using the memoryless property of F Y , F Z can be computed as
where D XY (x) is the distribution of the random variable X − Y (also known as difference distribution). D XY (x) can be expressed as
where A is the Laplace Transform operator on the function F X and B(x) is denoted by
Clearly B(0) = 0. Thus combining (8) and (9) yields
Expressions for B(x) are presented in Table I . We can evaluate A(F X ) by setting A(F X ) = B(∞). Detailed derivations are relegated to [18] .
B. General requests and Poisson distributed servers (GRPS)
From our discussion in Section VI-A1, it is clear that when servers are distributed according to a Poisson process, the exceptional service time distribution equals the regular batch service time distribution. In such a case we have the following queueing model. In such a case ESABQ can directly be modeled as a special case of a renewal input bulk service queue with accessible and non-accessible batches proposed in [8] with parameter values a = 1 and d = b = c. Let N s and N q denote random variables for numbers of customers in the system and in the waiting buffer respectively for ESABQ under GRPS. We borrow the following definitions from [8] .
Using results from [8] we obtain the following expressions for equilibrium queue length probabilities.
where 0 < r 0 < 1 is the real root of the equation r = F * Y (μ − μr c ) and C is the normalization constant 7 given by
with ω = 1/F * Y (μ). We then derive the expected queue length as
Applying Little's law and considering the analogy between our service network and ESABQ we obtain the following expression for the expected request distance.
C. Poisson distributed requests and general distributed servers (PRGS)
As discussed in Section VI-A1, if servers are placed on a 1-d line according to a renewal process with requests being Poisson distributed, the service time distribution for the first batch in a busy period differs from those of subsequent batches. Below we derive expressions for queue length distribution and expected request distance for ESABQ under PRGS.
1) Queue length distribution:
We use a supplementary variable technique to derive the queue length distribution for ESABQ under PRGS as follows.
Let L(t) be the number of customers at time t ≥ 0, R(t) the residual service time at time t ≥ 0 (with R(t) = 0 if L(t) = 0), and I(t) the type of service at time t ≥ 0 with I(t) = 1 (resp. I(t) = 2) if exceptional (resp. ordinary) service time.
Let us write the Chapman-Kolmorogov equations for the Markov chain {(L(t), R(t), I(t)), t ≥ 0}.
For
By analogy with the analysis for the M/G/1 queue we get
so that, by letting t → ∞,
With further simplification (See [18] ), for n ≥ 1, x > 0 we get
where g(n, x) = p(n, x; 1) + p(n, x; 2) for n ≥ 1, x > 0. Introduce
Multiplying both sides of (20) by z n e −sx , integrating over x ∈ [0, ∞) and summing over all n ≥ 1, yields
where
. . , c. Introducing the above into (21) gives
is welldefined for |z| ≤ 1 and s ≥ 0, the r.h.s. of (23) must vanish when s = λ(1 − z). This gives the relation
with θ(z) = λ(1 − z) and |z| ≤ 1. Introducing the above in (23) gives
Let N (z) be the z-transform of the stationary number of customers in the system. Note that N (z) = G(z, 0) + p(0).
By noting that λp(0) = c k=1 a k (cf. (19) ), Eq. (25) can be rewritten as
The r.h.s. of (26) contains c unknown constants a 1 , . . . , a c yet to be determined. Define A(z) = F * X (θ(z)). It can be shown that z c −A(z) has c−1 zeros inside and one on the unit circle, |z| = 1 (See [18] ). Denote by ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q the 1 ≤ q ≤ c distinct zeros of z c − A(z) in {|z| ≤ 1}, with multiplicity n 1 , . . . , n q , respectively, with n 1 + · · · + n q = c. Hence,
Since z c − A(z) vanishes when z = 1 and that
has one zero of multiplicity one at z = 1.
Without loss of generality assume that ξ q = 1 and let us now focus on the zeros ξ 1 , . . .
in (26) must have a zero of multiplicity (at least) n i since N (ξ i ) is well defined. This gives c − 1 linear equations to be satisfied by ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q . In the particular case where all zeros have multiplicity one (see [18] ), namely q = c, these c − 1 equations are
A c-th equation is provided by the normalizing condition N (z) = 1. Since the numerator and denominator in (29) have a zero of order 2 at z = 1, differentiating twice the numerator and the denominator w.r.t z and letting z = 1 gives where ρ z = λα Z . We consider few special cases of the model in [18] and verify with the expressions of queue length distribution available in the literature.
2) Expected request distance: From (29) the expected queue length is
where σ (2) Z and σ (2) X are the second order moments of distributions F Z and F X respectively. Again by applying Little's law and considering the analogy between our service network with ESABQ we get the following expression for the expected request distance.
VII. DISCUSSION OF UNIDIRECTIONAL ALLOCATION POLICIES
In this section we describe generalizations of models and results for unidirectional allocation policies. We first consider the case when inter-user and inter-server distances both have general distributions.
A. Heavy traffic limit for general request and server spatial distributions
Consider the case when the inter-user and inter-server distances each are described by general distributions. We assume server capacity, c = 1. As ρ → 1, we conjecture that the behavior of MTR approaches that of the G/G/1 queue. One argument in favor of our conjecture is the following. As ρ → 1, the busy cycle duration tends to infinity. Consequently, the impact of the exceptional service for the first customer of the busy period on all other customers diminishes to zero as there is an unbounded increasing number of customers served in the busy period.
It is known that in heavy traffic waiting times in a G/G/1 queue are exponentially distributed and the mean sojourn time is given by α X + [(σ [9] . We expect the expected request distance to exhibit similar behavior. Thus we have the following conjecture. 
Denote by D s the average request distance as obtained from simulation. We plot the ratio E[D]/D s across various interrequest and inter-server distance distributions in Figure 3 . It is evident that as ρ → 1, the ratio E[D]/D s converges to 1 across different inter-server distance distributions.
B. Heterogeneous server capacities under PRGS
We now proceed to analyze a setting where server capacity is a random variable. Assume server capacity C takes values from {1, 2, . . . , c} with distribution Pr(C = j) = p j , ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c}, s.t. c j=1 p j = 1 and p c > 0. We also assume the stability condition ρ < C where C is the average server capacity. Denote H as the random variable associated with number of requests that traverse through a point just after a server location 8 .
1) Distribution of H:
Let V denote the number of new requests generated during a service period with k v = Pr(V = v), ∀v ≥ 0. According to the law of total probability, it holds that (1 − z) ). We now consider an embedded Markov chain generated by H. Denote the corresponding transition matrix as M. Then we have
Then the corresponding generating function
and N (z) = j≥0 π j z j denote the steady state distribution and its z-transform respectively. π is obtained out by solving
Thus we have for l ∈ N,
Multiplying by z l and summing over l gives
The expressions for v 1 (z) and v 2 (z) can be further simplified (see [18] ) to
Combining (37), (41) and (42) yields
Thus we obtain
Multipying numerator and denominator by z c yields
To determine N (z), we need to obtain the probabilities π i , 0 ≤ i ≤ c − 1. It can be shown that the denominator of (45) has c − 1 zeros inside and one on the unit circle, |z| = 1 (See [18] ). As N (z) is analytic within and on the unit circle, the numerator must vanish at these zeros, giving rise to c equations in c unknowns.
Let
We have the following c − 1 equations.
A c-th equation is provided by the normalizing condition lim z→1 N (z) = 1. In the particular case where all zeros have multiplicity one, it can be shown that these c equations are linearly independent 9 . Once the parameters {π i , 0 ≤ i ≤ c−1} are known, E[H] can be expressed as
2) Expected Request Distance: To evaluate the expected request distance we adopt arguments from [5] . Consider any interval of length ν between two consecutive servers. There are on average H requests at the beginning of the interval , each of which must travel ν distance. New users are spread randomly over the interval and there are on an average λν new users. The request made by each new user must travel on average ν/2. Thus we have
C. Uncapacitated request allocation
An interesting special case of the unidirectional general matching is the uncapacitated scenario. Consider the case where servers do not have any capacity constraints, i.e. c = ∞. In such a case, all users are assigned to the nearest server to their right. (16) and simplifying yields
GRPS: When c → ∞ and given
PRGS: Under PRGS, when c → ∞ there exists no request allocated to a server other than the nearest server to its right. Again using Bailey's method as in [5] and setting H = 0 in (48) we get
VIII. BIDIRECTIONAL ALLOCATION POLICIES Both UGS and MTR minimize expected request distance among all unidirectional policies. In this section we formulate the bi-directional allocation policy that minimizes expected request distance. Let η : R → S be any mapping of users to servers. Our objective is to find a mapping η * : R → S, that satisfies 
Case 2: |R| < |S| |R| < |S| |R| < |S| This is the case where there are fewer requesters than servers. In this case, a Dynamic Programming (DP) based algorithm (Algorithm 1) obtains the optimal assignment.
Let C[i, j] denote the optimal cost (i.e., sum of distances) of assigning the first i requests (counting from the left) located at r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ . . . ≤ r i to the first j servers (also counting from the left) located at 
Proof. See [18] .
The dynamic programming algorithm fills cells in an |R| × |S| matrix C whose origin is in the north-west corner. The lower triangular portion of this matrix is invalid since |R| ≤ |S|. The base cases populate the diagonal and the northernmost row, and in the general DP step, the value of a cell depends on the previously computed values in the cells located to its immediate west and diagonally north-west. As an optimization, for a fixed i, the j-th loop index needs to run only from i+1 through i+|S|−|R| (Lines 11 and 18) instead of from i + 1 through |S|. This is because the first request has to be assigned to a server s j with j ≤ |S| − |R| + 1 so that the rest of the |R| − 1 requests have a chance of being placed on unique servers 10 . The optimal average request distance is given by C [|R|, |S|] .
The time complexity of the main DP step is O(|R| × (|S| − |R| + 1)). Note that this assumes that the pairwise distance matrix d of dimension |R| × |S| has been precomputed. The optimization applied above can be similarly applied to this computation and hence the overall time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|R|×(|S|−|R|+1)). Therefore, if |S| = O(|R|), the worst case time complexity is quadratic in |R|. However, if |S|−|R| grows only sub-linearly with |R|, the time complexity is sub-quadratic in |R|.
Note that retrieving the optimal assignment requires more book-keeping. An |R| × |S| matrix A stores key intermediate steps in the assignment as the DP algorithm progresses (Lines 8, 16, 21, 24). The optimal assignment vector π can be retrieved from matrix A using procedure READOPTASSIGN- MENT. Another bidirectional assignment scheme is the GaleShapley algorithm [7] , which produces stable assignments, though in the worst case it can yield an assignment that is O(|R| ln 3/2 ) ≈ O(|R| 0.58 ) times costlier than the optimal assignment yielded by Algorithm 1, where |R| is the number of users [19] . The worst case scenario is illustrated in Figure  4 , with |R| = 2 t−1 , where t is the number of clusters of users and servers; and the largest distance between adjacent points is 3 t−2 . However at low/moderate loads for the cases evaluated in Section IX, we find its performance to be not much worse than optimal.
IX. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we examine the effect of various system parameters on expected request distance under MTR policy. We also compare the performance of various greedy allocation strategies along with the unidirectional policies to the optimal strategy.
A. Experimental setup
In our experiments, we consider a mean requester rate λ ∈ (0, 1). We consider various inter-server distance distributions with density one. In particular, (i) for exponential distributions, the density is set to μ = 1; (ii) for deterministic distributions, we assign parameter d 0 = 1. (iii) for second 
A 
else 23: return π order hyper-exponential distribution (H 2 ), denote p 1 and p 2 as the phase probabilities. Let μ 1 and μ 2 be corresponding phase rates. We assume p 1 /μ 1 = p 2 /μ 2 . We express H 2 parameters in terms of the squared coefficient of variation, c 2 v , and mean inter-server distance, α X , i.e. we set
1 /α X and μ 2 = 2p 2 /α X . Unless specified, for H 2 we take c 2 v = 4 with c = 2. Also if not specified, users are distributed according to a Poisson process and servers a according to a renewal process.
We consider a collection of 10 5 users and 10 5 servers, i.e. |R| = |S| = 10 5 . We assign users to servers according to MTR. Let R M ⊆ R be the set of users allocated under MTR. Clearly |R M | ≤ |R|. We then run optimal and other greedy policies on the set R M and S. For each of the experiments, the expected request distance for the corresponding policy is averaged over 50 trials. Figure  6 . Note that, when c 2 v = 1 H 2 is an exponential distribution and both H 2 /M and M/H 2 are identical M/M/1 systems. As discussed for the previous graph, performance of both systems decreases with increase in c 2 v due to increase in the variability of user and server placements. However, from Figure 6 it is clear that performance is more sensitive to server placement as compared to the corresponding user placement. 
B. Sensitivity analysis

4) Expected request distance vs. capacity moments:
We investigate the heterogeneous capacity scenario as discussed in Section VII-B. Consider the plot shown in Figure 8 . We fix ρ = 0.8. For the variable server capacity curve we choose a value for server capacity for each server uniformly at random from the set {1, 2, . . . , 2c}. For the constant server capacity curve we deterministically assign server capacity c to each server. While both the curves exhibit similar performance under H 2 distribution, we observe better performance for constant server capacity curve at lower values of c under Deterministic distribution. Variability in constant server case is zero, thus explaining its better performance.
C. Comparison of different allocation policies
We consider the case in which both users and servers are distributed according to Poisson processes. From Figure 9 (a), we observe that due to its directional nature MTR has a larger expected request distance compared to other policies while GS provides near optimal performance. In Figure 9 (b), we compare the performance of allocation policies across different server capacities. The expected request distance decreases with increase in server capacities across all policies. Both GS and the optimal policy converge to the same value as c gets higher. We observe similar trends in the case of deterministic interserver distance distributions. However, under equal densities, all the policies produce smaller expected request distance as compared to their Poisson counterpart. This advocates for placing equidistant servers in a bidirectional system with Poisson distributed requesters to minimize expected request distance.
X. CONCLUSION
We introduced a queuing theoretic model for analyzing the behavior of unidirectional policies to allocate tasks to servers on the real line. We showed the equivalence of UGS and MTR w.r.t the expected request distance and presented results associated with the case when either requesters or servers are Poisson distributed. In this context, we analyzed a new queueing theoretic model: ESABQ, not previously studied in queueing literature. We also proposed a dynamic programming based algorithm to obtain an optimal allocation policy in a bi-directional system. We performed sensitivity analysis for unidirectional system and compared the performance of various greedy allocation strategies along with the unidirectional policies to that of optimal policy. Going further, we aim to extend our analysis for unidirectional policies to a twodimensional geographic region.
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